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AN AUTOMATIC MEASURING SYSTEM OF INTERNAL FRICTION

AT LOW FREQUENCY

Kumhiko Iwasaki'

ABSTRACT

An inverted torsion pandulum is automatized by means of Tectsnal electronic system. Internal friction and th»

period of vibration are measured fully automatically as a function of temperature and the 'obtained data ere analysed

with a computer.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Internal friction is known to be a very powerful tool for the study of the dynamical properties
of some kinds of lattice defects'1 '41. It is also important from the practical point of view. High damping
alloys, for example, have recently been investigated intensively, because they are expected to suppress
noises and vibrations without using special additional absorbers'51.

As the measurement of internal friction is usually a time consuming work, it is highly desired to
make the measuring system fully automatic. In this paper a fully automatic system with the use of
Tectanel eletronic system1 is presented. This system is applied to a torsion pendulum and the obtained
dat. are analysed with a computer.

2 - AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

The block diagram of the whole system is shown in Figure 1. The pendulum used is a usual
inverted torsion pendulum the details of which have been described elsewhere131. An well col I i mated
beam from the light source is reflected on the mirror attached to the moving suspension rod of the
pendulum and goes to a photo tracer (Photodyne Type PHA), in which a photo cell with a pen follows
the position of the light and records its trace on paper. This recorded trace which was used to measure
the vibrational amplitude in analog form in the previous non-automatic system is now used only for
monitoring.

An electrical signal which is proportional to the velocity of the photo call can be taken out
form the photo tracer. As this signal is regarded to be also proportional to the vibrational amplitude
except the phase difference of 90°, it is used as an input signal of the system. After passing through a
low pass filter the signal is amplified by a detection preamplifier (Tectanel PO 1) and then goes to an

1 On leave from the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wakoshi, Sartamg, 351 Japan.

2 Corresponding address: Loogstrsie 26, CH-4142, Munehenstein, Switzerland.

Aproved for publication in July 1979.

Writing, orthography, concept! and final revision are of exclusive responsability of tha Authors.
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F.9ure ^ - Block Diagram of the Automat.c Measuring System Where the Pendulum is Shown Only Schematic, "v



ajtomatic tuned amplifier (Tectanel ATA 1) which acts as an active filter and allows only the signal of
frequency range between 0.5 and 1.5 Hz to pass through it with a quality factor Q of about 10. The
allowed frequency range and the quality factor can be changed by replacing some of the condensers and
the resistances of ATA 1. The obtained filtered signal is then divided into two. one for the excitation
system and the other for the measuring system.

The automatic excitation system consists of an automatic gain controlled amplifier (Tectanel
AGC 3) and an excitation amplifier (Tectanel AED 4). The former controls its gain automatically so that
the vibrational strain amplitude of the specimen may be kept constant. The latter is a power amplifier
for the excitation magnet. If the input signal of AGC 3 is larger than the reference value, the gain of
AGC 3 decreases automatically to suppress the excitation current for the magnet and vice versa. The
vibrational strain amplitude of the specimen can there'ore be changed in the range between 10"* and
10 4 by adjusting the gain of PO 1. If the gain is increased, the input signal of AGC 3 also increases to
make the amplitude decrease. As the measurement of internal friction is made by a free decay method
as will be described later, the excitation stops during the measurement of amplitude. A silicon diode is
put at the output of AED 4 so that the excitation current may flow only for the half cycle which is
effective for the excitation of the specimen. A DC power supply is used for the manual excitation which
is necessary at the beginning of experiment.

The measurement system consists of a decrement meter (Tectanel DM 3), a frequency/period
meter (Tectanel FM 3), a temporary memory (Tectanel MM 1) and a temperature measuring device
(Tectanel TM 4). All these apparatuses are controlled by a control unit (Tectanel UC 3) which
determines the measuring sequence and the recurrence time. The measuring sequence is shown in
Figure 2. DM 3 measures the vibrational amplitude during free decay, for example, it measure the initial
amplitude 00 and the n-th amplitude Qn. During this measurement the excitation stops automatically by
means of a switching control settled between AGC 3 and DM 3. The period of vibration F is measured
simultaneously with the amplitude with FM 3 and the result is temporarily stored in MM 1. Temperature
(thermo-electromotive force of a thermocouple) is measured with TM 4 before (T1) and after (T2) the
amplitude measurement. A constant voltage of 10.00 mV is added to the thermo-electromotive force in
oni, r to avoid the trouble of changino the polarity when the temperature crosses 0°C. Temperature is
raided continuously at a rate of about 1 C/min by gradually increasing the voltage of an AC power
supply for the furnace. The thermo-electromotive force and the voltage of the AC power supply are
monitored with a multi-pen recorder. All the measured digital data are recorded with a tape puncher
(Facit 4070) according to the USASCII code in the sequence of T1, Q0, Qn, T2, F as shown in Table I
where decimal points are abbreviated.

Excitation

|*T2

|QO

[~F Period]

Time

Figura 2 The Measuring Sequence of the System. This Cycle is Repeated as the Temperature

is Increased or Decreased



Table I

An Example of the Final Form of the Table of the Experimental Data Analysed with a
Computer. Only the First ana the Last Fev> Lines are Shown

S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S S Y S T E M 1 1 5 3 THURSDAY, MAY 1 0 , 1 9 7 9

OBS T l Q0 Q 5 0 T 2 F D X C

1 473 5073 3333 473 125098 0.0026743 -5.270 -171.50

2 476 5012 3271 479 125122 0.0027168 -5.225 -169.25
3 480 4952 3187 483 125183 0.0028057 -5.185 -167.25

117
118
119

1074
1084
1093

5009
5015
5005

4384
4377
4367

1081
1090
1098

128451
128481
128495

0
0
0

.0008485

.0008663

.0008681

0
0
0

.775

.870

.955

19
21
23

.375

.750

.875



The data are analysed with a computer (IBM 370 165). Internal Irurmui O is obtained from O0

and Qn hy the followtnq relation.

1 (10
In . " »

n it On

««here n = 50 is usually used. As for temperature the computer first averages the values of T1 and T2
and substracts 10.00mV from it (denoted by X in Tablet). The obtained real thermo-electromotive
force is then changed into temperature IC) by referr:ng to the table of thermo-electromotive force vs
temperature which is stored in the computer at every i C step. Inbetween temperatures are obtained
by linear interpolation. Finally a table which contain-, ali the measured data T1. Q0. Qn, T2 and F and
the calculator) values 0 and C and figures in which D and F are plotted with respect to C are obtained
with a line printer. The examples are shown in Table I and Figuri1, 3 and 4. As the line printer has f <ed
line spaces and strokes, it can not print the symbols in arbitrary positions. Therefore the nearest possible
positions are Chosen for each measuring point and they are printed in those positions. Consequently
subtle variation of the experimental data can not be detected in the figures drawn with a line printer.
For example, printed points frequently lie on straight horizontal lines as shown in Figures 3 and 4
though the actual values are slightly different from each other. This kind of figures, however, are very
usef'il to grasp the outline of the data rapidly. Mure precise figures are of course possible to obtain if an
X-Y plotter is used.

3 - DISCUSSIONS

Some problems anr) troubles which we encountered are described and the possible methods to
improve them are discussed here.

When the vibrational strain amplitude is very small, in the range of 10"'', the signal to noise
ratio also becomes very small and reliable internal friction data can not be obtained if only Q0 and Qn
are used. In such a case the following two alternative methods are very useful to make the scattering of
the internal frict'on ddia smaller.

1) Take a group of amplitudes Q0 + Q1 + . . . + Qm and Qn + Qn*-1 + .. . +Qn+m, where
possible m is 1. 4 or 9, as the initial and the nth amplitude, respectively, and calculate
the internal friction according to Eq. (1) without changing the program of the computer.

2) Take all the amplitudes Q0, Q1, . . . Qn and plot In Qi vs i to find a best fit slope by the
method of least squares. This slope divided by - n gives the internal friction. In this case
the program of the computer must be changed slightly.

As the strain amplitude lies usually in the range of 10 \ it is sufficient to take only Q0 and Qn in the
normal experimental conditions.

A phoH> tracer is now used as a source of vibrational signal. A:, the signal tiom il is „
velocity sensitive one, the /pro point adjusting mechanism is unnecessary (when the temperature is
changed, the zero point of the specimen vibration usually moves a little, especially in deformed state)
Though this is a great merit for making the system simple, the motion of the photo cell is not smooth
enough to get a well shaped sinusoidal wave. The signal is then distorted and this is one of the main causes
of the errors. The filters used here are effective only for high frequency noises and can not improve the
distorsion of the signal. In order to remove this effect a new signal detection system with a CDS twin
photo cell'*', which contains no mechanical part, is being made in our laboratory
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3 - An Example of the Experimental Data on Pure Nb Where Internal Friction is Plotted Against Temperature with a Lint Printer
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As for e*er noon, me Tactanel system is <rery strait*)* to a «wnttmw, oe put» m »
Therefore Mdi atectronic devices as triad and myrisiors are «cry difficult to us* as controUiu of power
auvply for me tornace. They can «asuy lead to miiuifjgnin*, of me Tectanel system. MptiaHy in me
nMurnrnM of me period of ««ration. A simple didac (continuoustv «ariaM» *ranstormer) K m la br
better than pontr supply controlled «trtfi triacs or thyristors.

Thou^t the system has some defects at lhe present sta§e. it is a «/eat mem of * » system tfiat
more dttaihd and precise data than before can easily be obtained without staying always in the
laboratory in order to operate me apparatus and to writ» down th» dMa.

RCSUMO

E m rodàçSo d» «r im iMarno c do p«itudo
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